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Abstract 
The problem of n-categorical pasting has received ifferent answers of a geometrico-combi- 
natorial nature. In the case of n-groupoids, this question received here a more synthetical nd 
“geometric0-algebraic” answer, in the form of a monadicity theorem. 
As geometric objects, n-groupoids are in competiton with simplicial sets in provid- 
ing a means of realizing cohomology groups [4]. They are algebraically more 
powerfully structured in general, although in the abelian situation, the category 
co-Grd Ab of internal co-groupoids in Ab and the category Simpl Ab of simplicial 
objects in Ab are both equivalent to the category C’ Ab of positive chain com- 
plexes [9,16,5]. These two equivalences have not exactly the same properties and 
illustrate in two different ways the geometry underlying to cohomology theories 
c4,12,51. 
On the other hand, there is a lot of interest in the literature about the combinatorial 
geometry of the “pasting” for n-categories and the comparison with simplicial sets 
(nerves) [l, 5,7,8,10,17-221. But n-groupoids are particular cases of n-categories. It is 
a new and more synthetic approach of these problems which is proposed here, in the 
case of n-groupoids. 
The first steps of this approach were described in [3] and in “low dimensional 
geometry of the notion of choice” [6]. They were based upon the following re- 
marks. 
1. The category Grd of groupoids is monadic above the category Pt of split 
epimorphisms through the functor U,, : Gd -+ Pt which associates to each groupoid 
X1 the split epimorphism: 
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2. The basic figure of the pasting, at the level of 2-categories, is that of oriented 
triangles [21]: 
.-. 
B 
\/ . 
In the case of 2-groupoids, there is a kind of elementary Kan property: a non- 
commutative triangle of oriented triangles produces a unique filler for the upper face: 
. . 
The surprising fact is that this Kan property determines the notion of 2-groupoid, in 
the following sense. Let us denote by U1 : 2-Grd + Grd the functor associating to each 
2-groupoid X, the groupoid U,X, whose objects are the 1-morphisms and morphisms 
are the oriented triangles. Actually, U,X, is not any groupoid but a groupoid 
structured by the choice of an object in any connected component (the identity maps) 
and a map from this object to any other object in this component. Let us call such 
a groupoid normalized. Seen as a functor from 2-Grd to the category N-Grd of 
normalized groupoids, the functor U1 has a left adjoint FZ. The endofunctor U1. F2 
precisely associates to a normalized groupoid G the groupoid of the non-commutative 
triangles in G and the Kan property previously mentioned defines a functor: 
Ui F2U1X2 + U,X, which is as usual an algebra for the monad associated to U1 . F2. 
To say that the Kan property determines the notion of 2-groupoid means that, 
conversely, any algebra of this monad determines a 2-groupoid. In other words, it 
means that the functor Ui is monadic. 
On the other hand, the adjoints F1 and F2 of U, and Ui are also comonadic and 
give a remarkable autonomy to the pairs (U,, F,) and (Vi, F2) since the involved 
monads and comonads do not generate any other adjunctions. 
The aim of this paper is to establish the analogue for n-groupoids of the two 
previous monadicity and comonadicity theorems. 
The geometric intuition of what the notion of normalized n-groupoid must be and 
the definition of the functor U,_ 1 : n-Grd + N-(n - I)-Grd is clear. On the contrary, 
the proof of the monadicity does not seem to be easy and unfortunately the geometric 
intuition is lost and so we need more abstract notions. Two algebraic tools, required 
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by that proof, seem to have some interest and strength by themselves. First the notion 
of standardized adjunction, namely an adjoint pair (U, F), U : B’ + IE! whose canonical 
factorization of the pair (U&NIX, UFUsX) through the kernel pair of U&X is split in 
a coherent way: 
UX< 
U&X 
UFUX 
Such an adjoint pair canonically yields a structure of an internal groupoid on the 
following underlying reflexive graph: 
EFUX 
FUX~(FU)2X 
FUEX 
which allows, in many circumstances, the specification of the nature of the actions of 
the algebras of the monad associated to (U, F). Secondly, the notion of Cartesian lax 
morphism between fibrations, which extends the notion of Cartesian morphism 
between fibrations and behaves remarkably well with respect to some universal 
properties (see Section 2.3). 
Of course, these polyhedral monadicity theorems for n-groupoids hed new light on 
the nerve functor for n-groupoids. This will be developed in a forthcoming paper. 
The content of the paper is organized as follows: Main properties of the monad 
associated to U, : Grd E -+ Pt E are given in Section 0; Section 1 gives the definition 
and properties of normalized groupoids and normalized n-groupoids; Cartesian lax 
morphisms and their extensions along adjoint pairs are given in Section 2; Standard- 
ized adjunctions and their properties are given in Section 3; and finally the monadicity 
and comonadicity theorems for n-groupoids are given in Section 4. 
0. Groupoids 
Let 5 be a left exact category. An internal groupoid XI in B is an internal category: 
dl dz 
such that the following diagram is a pullback: 
mXl - m2Xl 
doI d’ 1do
X0-mXl 
do 
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We shall denote by Grd B the category of internal groupoids in B and by 
( )0 : Grd El + B the functor associating X0 to Xi. It is clearly left exact. 
Now, given a map f: X + Y in Et, we shall call kernel groupoid of fand denote by 
K,f the following groupoid: 
P-3 
Y L-x &Xx,X t;;;-Xx,Xx,X 
PI pz 
The functor ( )0 has a right adjoint inverse G1, where GiX is the kernel groupoid of 
the terminal map X + 1. Being left exact and having a right adjoint right inverse, the 
functor ( )0 is a fibration. The Cartesian maps are clearly the internally fully faithful 
functors. 
On the other hand, let us denote Pt 5 (pointed objects of EK) the category whose 
objects are the split epimorphisms in B with a given splitting and whose morphisms 
are the commutative squares between such data. Let us denote by p: Pt B + B the 
forgetful eft exact functor associating to each split epimorphism its codomain. It has 
a right adjoint right inverse r associating to each object X the canonically split 
epimorphism lx. Consequently, p is a fibration. The Cartesian maps are those squares 
which are pullbacks. Clearly, the functor r is a left adjoint for p as well. 
There is also a left exact functor Ue:Grd B + Pt B defined by U,(X,) = (&se). 
Clearly we have p . U, = ( )o: 
This functor U, does not preserve the Cartesian maps. It has a left exact left adjoint 
F1 : Pt B + Grd B, defined by F1(d, s) = Krd. It is shown in [3] that U, is monadic. 
The aim of this paper is to analyse the analogous situation with respect to 
n-groupoids. 
Let us recall first what is exactly the monad (T, Iz, p) on Pt B generated by the 
adjunction (U,, F,). It is described by the following diagram: 
5 
Pt B 
(4s) cT(d,s),Ir(d T@,s) 
l(4s) 
We shall denote by (Dee, E, v) the comonad on Grd B, generated by ( UO, F,). 
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0.1. Properties of the monad (T, E., p) 
(1) Clearly the endofunctor T is left exact. 
Although the functor U,, does not preserve the Cartesian maps, the monad (T, i, p) 
has very strong properties with respect to the fibration p: Pt B -+ 5. Indeed there is 
a natural transformation ii : p. T *p defined by 6(d. s) = n such that the following 
property holds. 
(2) A map (h, k): (d, s) + (d’. s’) in Pt B is Cartesian ifund onl~s ifthe following square 
is a pullback. 
p.T(h.k) 
p . T(d’, s’)- p. T(d. s) 
aid’. s’) 
I I 
o(d,s) 
p(a”, s’) - 
p(h.k) 
P(d. 4 
(3) The natural transformation 6 determines a morphism of monads between 
(T? I_,,D) on Pt IB and the identity monad on B, that is, ii .p3. = 1 and ci. pp = 6.6T. 
(4) The following diagram of natural transformations is a pullback: 
p.Tz p.T2 
ci 
I I 
h? 
P~-P.T I) 
These properties have a very rich variety of consequences which we are going 
to divide in two parts for the sake of stability properties which will appear in 
Section 2.5. 
Proposition 1. Given (I monad sutisfying the four previous conditions, the endojiwctor 
T does prescrce the cartesian maps. 
Proof. Let ,f: X + Y be a Cartesian map and let us consider the following diagram: 
0.x 
fiIX 
: pT’X 
PI’ x 
pT’J 
6T1 
PY- d Y 
pTY ; 
PPY 
pT2Y 
The left-hand square is a pullback sincefis Cartesian, the horizontal pairs are kernel 
pairs (condition (4)), then, certainly the two right-hand squares are pullbacks. The 
square with the ci assures us that Tf is Cartesian (condition (2)). 17 
Definition 1. Given a monad (T: i.. 1~) on a category E and a fibration p: E + E!, this 
monad is said transverse to p when 1X and pX are p-Cartesian for every object X of E. 
Proposition 2. Given a monud sutisf~ving the j&r prwious conditions, this monud is 
transcerse to p. 
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Proof. Let us consider the following squares: 
STX 
6T2X 
pTX- pT3X 
6X 
I 
pT2Xi 
I 
PPX 
I 
PTPX 
&TX 
px 6X 
-pTX i 
PPX 
pTZX 
Again the left-hand square and the horizontal edges are pullbacks (condition (4)), so 
the right-hand squares are pullbacks. The square with the 6 asserts that PX is Cartesian 
(condition (2)). On the other hand, the following square is a pullback as a vertical 
splitting of the left-hand square and thus J,X is Cartesian (again condition (2)): 
BTX 
pTX- pTZX 
~2x1 [pT).X 
XTPTX 0 
Now for sake of simplicity and generality let us introduce the following definition. 
Definition 2. Given a fibration p : E + B and a monad (T, 2, ,u) on E, the monad will be 
said a plain Cartesian lax monad on p above the identity when it is equipped with 
a natural transformation 6:~. T *p such that the following holds. 
(1) Any Cartesian morphism f: X + Y in E determines a pullback in B: 
eTf 
pTY+---- PTX 
6Y SX 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
4 
PY-$X 
The fun&or T preserves the Cartesian maps. 
The natural transformation 6 determines a morphism of monads. 
The following diagram is a pullback: 
pTX ppx -pT’X 
6X 
I I 6TX 
px 6X 
-pTX 
Clearly, by the four above properties of the monad (T, 1, p) on Pt B and Proposition 
1, this monad is a plain Cartesian lax monad, the distinction lying in the fact that in the 
definition of a plain Cartesian lax monad we dropped the condition ‘V” for the 
Cartesian maps. 
Proposition 3. Given a plain Cartesian lax monad on p above the identity, any Cartesian 
map f: X + Y makes the following diagrams pullbacks: 
IrX X-TX -T2X 
,I,‘” I TJ Q 
I 
T*/ 
Y-TY -T2Y 
1Y PY 
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Proof. The vertical parallel edges of the previous squares being Cartesian, they are 
pullbacks if and only if their images by p are pullbacks. But let us consider the 
following diagram: 
STX 
Pf I I PTJ STY I pTZS 
py+G- PTY i pT2Y PlcY 
The left-hand square is a pullback sincefis Cartesian and furthermore the horizon- 
tal edges are kernel pairs (condition (4)), then certainly the two right-hand squares are 
pullbacks. The square with the ~1 asserts that the square 2 is a pullback. Now the 
following square as a splitting of the left-hand square is a pullback and so the square 
1 is a pullback: 
PX- ‘lx pTX 
Pf 
I I 
PTJ 
py plY 
- pTY Cl 
Proposition 4. Given a plain Cartesian lax monad (T, A, p) on p above the identity, which 
is transverse to p, the monad (T, p, p) is normal, i.e. the following square is a pullback: 
T -T2 P 
Proof. Two parallel edges in the previous square being Cartesian (the monad being 
transverse to p), it is a pullback if and only if its image by p is a pullback. Let us 
consider the following diagram: 
STX 
6T2X 
pTX- pT2X F pT3X 
6X 
I I PlrX I PTPX STX 
px7i-- 
pTX i 
PPX 
pT2X 
the left-hand square is a pullback, the horizontal edges are pullbacks, then the two 
right-hand squares are pullbacks. The square with the p asserts that the monad is 
normal. 0 
Remark. Given any normal monad, then clearly any algebra (X, x) on it determines as 
internal groupoid 
PX OX 
T3X 
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and any algebra morphism f: (X,x) + (X’, x’) determines an internal functor 
Of: ox + Ox’. 
Actually the splittings IX and 1TX determine an internal equivalence between Ox 
and dis X the discrete category associated to X and then Ox appears to be exactly the 
kernel groupoid of x : TX + X. 
Proposition 5. Given a plain Cartesian lax monad above the identity which is transverse 
to p, the action x of any algebra (X,x) on this monad is always Cartesian. Any algebra 
morphism which is Cartesian makes the following square a pullback: 
Tf 
TX’- TX 
x’ I I x 
XlyX 
Proof. Following Proposition 4, the monad is normal. Given (X,x) an algebra, the 
map TX being “equal up to isomorphism” to ,uX, thanks to the groupoid structure of 
Ox is Cartesian since ,uX is Cartesian. Then 1X. x = TX. ITX is Cartesian. But 1X is 
Cartesian so x is Cartesian. 
Now given an algebra morphism f, with f Cartesian, the following square is 
a pullback (Proposition 3): 
T2X’& T2X 
PX’ 
I I 
Bx 
TX’ - TX Tf 
The functor Ofis then a discrete cofibration between groupoids and thus a discrete 
fibration, which means that the following square is a pullback: 
T2.f 
T2X’- T2X 
TX’] /TX 
TX’ - TX Tf 
On the other hand, the squares with the 1 are also pullbacks (again by Proposition 3). 
The same equation as before (1X. x = TX. LTX) implies that the desired square is 
a pullback. 0 
Remark. When (T, 2, p) is a plain Cartesian lax monad transverse to p, then following 
Proposition 3, the following square is a pullback: 
X- TX 
TAX 
TX- T2X 
ITX 
and 2X is the kernel of LTX and TAX. 
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If furthermore the category E and the endofunctor T are left exact (which is the case 
for the monad (T, 1, p) on Pt III), it follows that the functor FT : E + Alg T is comonadic 
(and so, in particular Fi : Pt 5 + Grd El is comonadic). Indeed, we have the following 
result. 
Proposition 6. Given any pair of adjoints (U, F), U : B’ + B with B and F lef exact, 
when the AX of the associated monad (T, A., p) on B is the kernel of lZTX and TAX, then 
F : B + B’ is comonadic. 
Proof. The fact that 1X is the kernel of ITX and TAX is equivalent o the fact that the 
comparison functor K: B -+ CoAlg is fully faithful. On the other hand, B, being left 
exact, admits kernels and F being left exact does preserve them; whence the 
comonadicity of F. 0 
1. Normalized groupoids 
I. I. DeJinition of normalized groupoids 
We shall begin by the simplest definition of a normalized groupoid which is not 
perhaps conceptually the best (see Section 1.3). 
Definition 3. A normalized groupoid is a groupoid X1 endowed with the choice of an 
object in each connected component and a morphism between this object and every 
other object in this component, with the only coherence condition that the morphism 
associated to the distinguished object in the component is the identity. 
Internally speaking, a normalized groupoid is then a groupoid Xi, equipped with 
an extra map s1 : X0 + mX, , the normalization map, satisfying 
(1) 4 .sl = lx,,; 
(2) d,,.sI.dO=dO.sI.dI; 
(3) sO.do.sl = sl.do.sl. 
We shall denote by N-Grd E the category whose objects are the normalized 
groupoids and maps the functors preserving the normalizations. 
Examples. (1) Given a map d : X + Y, the normalizations of the kernel groupoid Kid 
are in one to one correspondence with the splittings or sections of d, and thus the 
particular distribution of choice of objects and morphisms involved in the definition 
of a normalization can be thought of as an extension of the geometry of sections. 
(2) Given a groupoid X1, the groupoid Dee X1 of commutative triangles is nor- 
malized, where Dee is the comonad on Grd E, generated by (U,, F,). 
(3) The non-commutative triangles. Given a groupoid X1, let us denote by T,X, the 
groupoid whose objects are the maps of X1 and maps between two objectsfand g are 
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the non-commutative triangles of the following form: 
the composition being given by the composition of the upper maps. This groupoid is 
canonically normalized since in every connected component here is a specific object 
of the form lx and for every object f of T,X, a specific map 
Internally speaking, the groupoid T,Xr is obtained by the following pullback: 
where X,x,X, is the product in the fibre of X0 with respect to the fibration 
( ),:GrdB-,B. 
(4) The main example: the oriented triangles of a 2-groupoid. An internal 
2-groupoid X, in B is a groupoid “in a fibre” of the fibration ( )o, or more precisely 
an internal groupoid X, in Grd IEI: 
x, : m2X2 
such that the images by the functor ( )O of these structural maps are invertible. The 
2-functors are the internal functors between such groupoids. 
We shall denote by 2-Grd B the category of internal 2-groupoids in ES and by 
( )i : 2-Grd + Grd lEI the left exact functor associating Xi to X2. It has again a right 
adjoint right inverse G2 where G2X1 is the kernel groupoid of the terminal map in the 
fiber: X1 + G,X,. Consequently, it is a fibration. 
Let us denote by U1 X2 the following normalized groupoid: it has the 1-morphisms 
of X2 as objects and the oriented triangles of the following form as maps betweenfand 
9: 
h 
, 
4 
.r u9 
v . 
the composition being given by the usual pasting. The normalization is exactly as in 
example (3). 
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Internally speaking, the normalized groupoid U,X, is obtained by the following 
pullback: 
DecXi- Xi 
8x1 
Whence a functor U1 : 2-Grd B + N-Grd IEI. This functor U1 has a left adjoint F2 and is 
shown to be monadic in [6]. We shall come back more precisely to this point in 
Section 1.4. 
(5) The normalization of a groupoid is strongly connected to the “equipement dun 
groupdide” described in [3, p. 2491, which is a determining tool for a general 
formulation of the Van Kampen theorem. 
1.2. N-Grd B is jbred above Pt B 
Given a normalized groupoid (Xi, q), the kernel s :X_ i --f X0 of so and sl, which 
defines X_ 1 as the object of the distinguished objects in the components, happens 
(thanks to the equations satisfied by si) to be also the cokernel of do and dl by 
a morphism d: X0 + X_ 1 in a way that makes (d, s) the splitting of the idempotent 
do.+. 
Let us denote by k,(X,, SJ the split epimorphism (d, s) and by k. : N-Grd 5 + Pt 5 
the associated functor which is clearly left exact. Then k. . U1 = U. . ( )1. 
2-Grd B - N-Grd 5 
( h I I 
Ire 
GrdB- PtB 
( ,\““J 
B 
This functor k. has a right adjoint right inverse rl , which is given by the example 1, 
i.e. r1 (d, s) is the kernel groupoid Kid endowed with the normalization determined by 
the spitting s. 
Thus, k. is again a fibration, whose Cartesian maps are those normalized functors 
fi : (Xi, si) -+ (Xi, s;) such that the following square is a pullback: 
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1.3. The terminal map in the jbres of kO always splits in a unique way 
The terminal map z1 (X1, sl) involved in the previous diagram is determined, as an 
internal functor, by the canonical factorization 
m~l(&,sd: m-& X0Xx- 1 x0 yxo> 
d 1 
X-1 
Proposition 7. Thefunctor z1 as a unique splitting in theJibre of k. which makes rl also 
a left adjoint to ko. 
Proof. Thanks to the Yoneda embedding, it is sufficient o show it in the category $ of 
sets: given two points X and X’ in the same component of a normalized groupoid X1, 
the normalization produces a map crl (X, X’) between X and x’ which determines the 
desired splitting functor cl : rl . ko(XI, sl) -t (Xl, sl) 
x-_---+x 
01(X,X’) = sIx’.(slx)-ls,x 
\,/ 
s,X’ 
. 
It is clear that o1 is the unique possible functor preserving the objects and the 
normalization. 
So the functor rl is not only a right adjoint right inverse of k. but it is also its left 
adjoint in the same way as r is also a left adjoint to p: Pt B + B. 0 
Remark. Conversely, and this is a more conceptual approach to the notion of normalized 
groupoid, a normalized groupoid can be seen as a pair consisting of a groupoid X1 and of 
an object (d, s) in Pt B with an “identity on objects” split epimorphic functor 
4 < 
01 
, F, (4s) 
GrdlB 71 
Indeed the map s1 : X,, +mX, is just mol.[s.d, 11. 
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It is more conceptual since it is described as a splitting on a splitting and has the 
advantage of not favouring any orientation (the data of s,X: . + X are oriented). 
Coming back to examples (3) and (4) it is clear now that the whole structure of T1 Xi 
and U,X, as normalized groupoids is actually determined by the splittings 
If we denote by Pt,(Grd El) the full subcategory of Pt(Grd E) whose objects are 
those split epimorphic functors whose images by the fibration ( ). are invertible (in 
other words the split epimorphisms “in the fibres” of ( )J and by 
p,, : Pt,(Grd B) + Grd B the restriction of p(Grd B) : Pt(Grd IS) + Grd B, the left exact 
functor F, : N-Grd B + Pt,(Grd IS), defined by Fi(X,, si) = (ri, cr), satisfies 
pO . Fl = F1. k,, and then produces the following commutative square: 
Pt,(Grd IS)-+ N-Grd El 
PO 
1 1 
kl 
u, GrdB ( F, Pt B 
Furthermore, 
(1) The functor F1 preserves and reflects the Cartesian maps according to the end of 
Section 1.2. 
(2) The functor P, has a right adjoint oO where ~,,(di,sr) is defined by the 
following pullback: 
Xl -21 t 
d, ISI I, (*) t 61 (fJ1 II 
Y1 -Dee Y, 
&YI 
which clearly satisfies U, . p. g k. . oo. 
(3) The functor o. preserves the Cartesian maps, thanks to (1) and the box lemma. 
(4) The co-unit .E is Cartesian above the co-unit E since the square (*) which describes 
E” is a pullback. 
(5) The unit ij is Cartesian above the unit q since P, reflects the Cartesian maps and 
P,q is given by the following square which is a pullback as a splitting of a pullback: 
F1(d,s)+---------------DecF,(d,s) = F,UoFi(d,s) 
W 
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1.4. The monadic@ of thefirnctor U, : 2-Grd lE! + N-Grd B 
The category 2-Grd B is the full subcategory of Grd(Grd l5) whose objects are the 
groupoids in “the fibres” of the fibration ( )o, consequently, the restriction OO to 
2-Grd B of the functor U,,(Grd I!!): 
U,(Grd B): Grd(Grd B) -+ Pt(Grd B) 
takes its values in Pt,(Grd B): 
UO : 2-Grd B + Pt,(Grd B). 
In the same way, the restriction F1 to Pt,(Grd EK) of the functor Fr(Grd B) takes its 
values in 2-Grd lEI and OO appears to be a monadic restriction of the monadic functor 
U, (Grd Et). 
Whence the following diagram: 
2-G’+7;77 
GrdB xF PtB 
1 
The functor oO. OO is nothing but the functor Ur : 2-Grd lEI + N-Grd B described in 
example (4) and defining the normalized groupoid of the full triangles of a 2-groupoid. 
So the functor Ui admits F2 = PI. F, as a left adjoint. 
Proposition 8. The functor U1 is monadic. 
Proof. A proof is given in [S]. 0 
So, in a way, this functor U1 appears to be a fibred extension of the functor U,, and 
appears to keep the property of monadicity. The aim of this paper is to give an 
inductive proof of a similar monadicity for the higher-dimensional orders. The next 
paragraph will be devoted to a precise presentation of this question. 
Let us denote by (T, , Al, pl) the monad generated on N-Grd IEI by the adjunction 
(U,, F2). The normalized groupoid T,(X,,s,) is nothing but the groupoid of non- 
commutative triangles of X, as described in example (3), the normalization s1 being 
only used to define the unit 11r (X1, sl) of this monad. 
1.5. The higher-dimensional levels 
Let us suppose we have defined the notion of k-groupoid as far as level n - 1 with 
a forgetful functor ( )k_ 1 : k-Grd B + (k - l)-Grd B which is a left exact fibration 
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having a right adjoint right inverse Gk. An n-groupoid X, is a internal groupoid in the 
fibres of the fibration ( )“_*:(n - 1)-Grd B + (n - 2)-Grd B, that is an internal 
groupoid X, in (n - l)-Grd B: 
do 
I ~g mXn -m2X - 2- 
dl dz 
such that the images by the functor ( )n_2 of these structural maps are invertible, an 
internal n-functor being a natural transformation between such diagrams. 
Thus, we obtain the category n-Grd I3 of internal n-groupoids in I3 and the left exact 
forgetful functor ( )“_ 1 : n-Grd B + (n - 1)-Grd B associating X,_ 1 to X,. It has 
a right adjoint right inverse G. where G,(X,,_ 1) is the kernel groupoid of the terminal 
map z,_ I :X,_ 1 + G,_ i(X,_,) in the fibre of X,- 1 with respect o the fibration ( )._ 2. 
Let us suppose, on the other hand, we have defined the notion of normalized 
k-groupoid as far as level n - 1, together with a forgetful functor 8k : N-k- 
Grd B + k-Grd 5. 
Definition 4. A normalized n-groupoid X, is an n-groupoid whose underlying (n - l)- 
groupoid X,_ 1 is normalized (i.e. in the image off”_ 1), together with a given splitting 
cr,, (the normalization map at level n) of the terminal map z,: X, + G,(X,_ 1). 
Thus, we obtain the category N-n-Grd B of normalized n-groupoids whose mor- 
phisms are the n-functors preserving the normalizations at each level and the functor 
f” : N-n-Grd B + n-Grd B associating X, to (X,,, a,). 
Let us denote by F,, : N-(n - 1)-Grd B -+ n-Grd IEI the functor G,, . jn_ 1. Then the 
category N-n-Grd lEI can be described as the vertex of the following pullback: 
Pt, _ 1 ( y-Grd lEI)-N-n-Grd B 
I 
1 1 
n-Grd B - N-(n - 1)-Grd El 
F” 
where p. _ I is the restriction of the fibration p(n-Grd IEI) : Pt(n-Grd [EB) + n-Grd B to the 
full subcategory of Pt,_ ,(n-Grd E8) whose objects are the split epimorphisms in 
“fibres” of ( ),, _ 1 : n-Grd B + (n - 1)-Grd B, which are those split epimorphisms in 
n-Grd B whose images by ( ). _ 1 are invertible. 
Since the functor p,, _ 1 and F,, are exact, both the functors k, _ 1 and F” are left exact. 
Again let us denote by F1 the restriction to Pt,_l(n-GrdB) of the functor 
F1(n-Grd B) : Pt(n-Grd 5) + Grd(n-Grd Et). Clearly, it takes its values in (n + I)-Grd B. 
Now, given a normalized n-groupoid (X,,, o.), its image F”(X,,, a,) is the split epimor- 
‘n 
phism X, z G,(X,,_,) and F1 .~~(X,,,a,) is just the kernel groupoid of z,, i.e. 
Fi .Fn(X,,o,) = G,+,(X,,) = G,+, . $JX,, a,) = F, + 1(Xn, CT,). Consequently F, + 1 = 
Fl J”. 
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The aim of this paper is to show that, for every integer n, the left exact functor 
F “+ 1 has a right adjoint U, : (n + 1)-Grd 5 --f N-n-Grd 5 which is monadic. Actually, 
F,+ 1 will appear to be itself comonadic. 
Now F,, 1 is nothing but F1. Fn. But clearly the functor F1 admits the restriction 
UO : (n + l)-Grd 5 + Pt,, _ 1 (n-Grd 5) of U&z-Grd 5) : Grd(n-Grd 5) + Ptfn-Grd 5) as 
a right adjoint. Furthermore, UO is a monadic full restriction of the monadic functor 
U&r-Grd 5). Consequently, the problem of defining U,, restricts to the problem of the 
search for a right adjoint of F,,. 
The aim of the next section will be more generally devoted to the study of the 
properties of the pullback which defines F”. 
2. Transversely Cartesian liftings of an adjunction along a fibration 
2.1. Liftings and transversely Cartesian Iiftings 
Let us consider the following situation: 
ii 
E ,- V iE 
F 
P’ 
I I 
P 
u 
5’4 5 
where p and p’ are fibrations, the functors F and P are left adjoints of U and 0, the 
equality F . p = p’ . E holds and the corresponding natural transformation 
x : p .o =E- U . p’ is a natural isomorphism. In this situation we shall say that (0, P) is 
a lifting of the adjunction (U, F) along the fibrations p and p’. 
Proposition 9. Given any lifting of an adjunction along Jibrations, the functor 
8 preserves the Cartesian maps. 
Proof. Let f: X + Y be any Cartesian map in IE’, and cp : Z + OY a morphism in 
IE such that there is a morphism $ :pZ + pox in 5 satisfying pof. $ = p(p. The 
morphism rp produces, via the adjunction, a morphism (p : FZ -+ Y in E’ and the 
morphism xX. $ : pZ + Up’X, a morphism $ : FpZ = p’PZ + p’X in B’ satisfying 
p’f. I$ = p’q?. Now, f being Cartesian, there is a unique map 8: EZ +X in E’ such 
that p’i? = $ and f. f? = 4. Whence a unique map 0 : Z + OX in E which satisfies 
fif. 0 = cp (universal property of an adjunction) and ptl = I/I (x is a natural isomor- 
phism). 0 
Remark. This result is a confirmation of the idea that a Cartesian map is ob- 
tained by a kind of pullback along a virtual map and as such is preserved by the 
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right adjoints: 
Definition 5. A lifting will be called transversely Cartesian when furthermore 
(1) the functor E preserves the Cartesian maps, 
(2) the co-unit ;X is Cartesian (above ep’X) for every X in E’, 
(3) the unit rjZ is Cartesian (above qpZ) for every 2 in E. 
Remarks. (1) P then reflects the Cartesian maps. Indeed, $Z’ . f = o&. rjZ for every 
map f: Z + Z’ and moreover rjZ and GZ’ are Cartesian. 
(2) The monad associated to (0, E) is transverse to p (the unit and the multiplica- 
tion of the monad are Cartesian). 
Example. The adjunction (oO,F1) of Section 1.3 is a transversely Cartesian lifting of 
W’o,F,). 
2.2. Construction of transversely Cartesian lzflings 
Let us suppose that p’ : E’ + B’ is a fibration and U : El’ + El a functor having a left 
adjoint F. Then let us consider the following pullback: 
Clearly, the functor rr is a fibration and a map in F/B is Cartesian if and only if its 
projection by F in E’ is Cartesian. In other words, the functor i? preserves and reflects 
the Cartesian maps. 
Let us notice that, when E’, B are left exact with the functors p’ and F left exact, then 
F/B is left exact in the same way as the functors F and rc are left exact. 
Proposition 10. Thefunctor P is a left adjoint of afunctor 0, in such a way that (0, F) is 
a transversely Cartesian lifting of (U, F). 
Proof. Given an object x’ in IE’, let us denote by EX’ : oEPX’ + x’ the Cartesian map 
above sp’X’ : FUp’X’ --f p’x’ and let us set 0(X’) = (Up’x’, oE,X’). 
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Now, given (Y,Z) in E’/B and a map f: Z = F(Y,Z) + X’ in IE’, the map 
p’f: p’Z = FY + p’X’ produces, via the adjunction (U, F), a unique morphism 
f: Y -+ Up’X’ such that p’f = ep’X’ . Ff 
Furthermore, p’ being a fibration, there is a unique @ : Z + oE,X’ such that p’@ = Ff 
and EX’ . cj = f: 
The pair (j 4) : (Y, Z) + (Up’X’, oE,X’) = 0(X’) is the desired morphism in V/B 
such that EX’ . F”( j; @) = EX’ . (p = 5 
Here we have 78X = Up’X’ and xX’ is an identity. 
By definition the co-unit .EX’ of the adjunction (0, F) is Cartesian above &p’X’ in B’. 
Furthermore, the unit q( Y, Z) : (Y, Z) + (UFY, oESZ) is Cartesian above ?Y in E’/E8. 
Indeed, $(Y,Z) = (uY,ij) where q is the unique map Z + oE,Z such that p’Tj = FqY 
and E”Z . if = lz. Now, the map ZZ being Cartesian, this last equation implies that $ is 
itself Cartesian. 
Consequently, (8, F) is a transversely Cartesian lifting of (U, F). 0 
From this proposition, we reach our first goal. 
Theorem 11. For every n the left exact functor F,: IV-(n - l)-Grd iE + n-Grd IE has 
a right adjoint U,,_ 1. 
Proof. It is true for F1. Let us suppose it is true for every integer k, k I n - 1. 
We saw that F, = FI .p”_,: 
(n - 1)-Grd E 4 N-(n - 2)-Grd IE 
Now F1 has O,, as a right adjoint (restriction of the general adjunction (U,, F,)). The 
right-hand square is a pullback, the functor F._ 1 has a right adjoint U,,_2, then, 
following the previous proposition, the functor f”:.- 1 admits a right adjoint on’.- 2. 
Consequently U,_ 1 = on-z. O. is a right adjoint of F,. 0 
2.3. Universal property of the transversely Cartesian liftings 
We are now going to show that the transversely Cartesian liftings have a universal 
property with respect o a certain class of morphisms between fibrations, namely the 
Cartesian lax morphisms. 
Let p : E + El and p’: E’ + B’ be two fibrations. 
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Definition 6. A Cartesian lax morphism (K, 6, H) between p’ and p is a square: 
pfl v Ip 
5’ - 5 
H 
such that 6 is a natural transformation p . K =S H . p’ and 
(1) any Cartesian map f: X + Y in E’ determines a pullback in [EB: 
Hp’X- Hp,f HP’Y 
(2) H is left exact and K preserves the Cartesian maps. 
When p. K = H. p’ and 6 = 1, it will be called, as usual, a Cartesian morphism 
between fibrations. 
Clearly, the Cartesian lax morphisms can be composed. A 2-cell between two 
Cartesian lax morphisms (K, 6, H) and (R, 8, R) is a pair (t, 0) of natural transforma- 
tions r.H=+fl, 8:K*R such that zp’.6 = 8.~0. 
Examples. (1) The main example: Given a plain Cartesian lax monad (T,~,P) on 
p above the identity, then (T, 6, lB) is a Cartesian lax morphism. Furthermore, the 
equations satisfied by I and p make them %-cells in such a way that they produce 
a monad in the 2-category whose objects are the fibrations, the 1-morphisms are the 
Cartesian lax morphisms and the 2-morphisms are the 2-cells. 
(2) Any lifting of an adjunction as in the Section 2.1 makes (0, x, U) a Cartesian lax 
morphism following Proposition 9. 
Proposition 12 (Universal property of the transversely Cartesian liftings). Let (8, E) be 
a transversely Cartesian lifting of (U, F) along thejbrations p and p’. Given any Cartesian 
lax morphism (K, 6, H) between p’ and p”, together with a left exact factorization E 
then, when B” is left exact, there is a Cartesian lax morphism (R, 6, R) between p and p”, 
unique up to invertible 2-cells, such that (if, $27). (0,x, U) z (K, 6, H). 
Proof. We want that R, t? z K and 6. l? E 6. We also want (If, 8, R) to be a car- 
tesian lax morphism. But, for every object X in E the map eX : X --f OPX is Cartesian, 
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thus RrjX : RX + Rl?EX z KfiX is again Cartesian and consequently the following 
square is a pullback: 
P” 
ITX 
R fx- p”KQX 
I 
&PX 
Hp’EX 
II 
HFpX 
w II 
Rpx 
- 
e HUFpX 
H4PX 
Whence the unique (up to isomorphism) possible definition for RX: the domain of 
the Cartesian map above the change of base of f@pX along SPX. To check that this 
construction is functorial and satisfies the condition of the proposition is straightfor- 
ward. 0 
Remarks. (1) It is clear that if 6 is an isomorphism, then 8 is an isomorphism. When 
6 is the identity, then 8 can be chosen as the identity and then p”. R = H . p. 
(2) This universal property can be clearly extended to the 2-cells. 
(3) Given any Cartesian lax morphism (K, 6, H) between p’ and p” and a com- 
mutative square: 
u 
B’ - lE!l 
with U and g having left adjoints, the previous universal property determines 
a unique (up to invertible 2-cells) Cartesian lax morphism (K/G, 6/G, G) between rc 
and g: 
such that (K/G, 6/G, G) . (0, 1, U) z (0, 1, g) . (K, 6, H). 
This Cartesian lax morphism is called the extension of (K, 6, H) along the pair 
(g, U). The 2-cells can be similarly extended and this extension process does preserve 
the equations between 2-cells, thanks to the uniqueness property of the Cartesian maps. 
2.4. Comparison with any lifting 
This universal property allows us to compare any lifting to a transversely Cartesian 
lifting. Indeed, let (0, P) be a lifting of (U, F) along p and p’ and let (0, F) be the 
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transversely Cartesian lifting constructed from (U, F) as in Section 2.2: 
There is a functor F: E + F/B such that E = P- fl since P/B is obtained as 
a pullback. On the other hand, (0,x, U) is a lax Cartesian morphism (example (2)), 
whence a functor 6 : F/B + IE and a natural isomorphism z: p6 =z- n such that 
( fi, i, lB) is a Cartesian lax morphism and (6, i, 1). (0, 1, U) r (0, x, U). In particular, 
wehave 6.0~0. 
Proposition 13. The jiunctor F is a left adjoint of b. The adjunction turns out to be an 
equivalence when (0, fi) is a transversely Cartesian lifting. 
Proof. Let f: X + c(Y,X’) be a morphism in E, where tjX’: 6(Y,X’) + pox’ is the 
Cartesian map above VY : Y + UF Y. This map is then uniquely determined by a pair 
ofmapscp:X+~X’in!Eand f’:pX + Y in B, satisfying q Y . f’ = p(p. Now, via the 
adjunction (8, E) the morphism cp is uniquely determined by a map rp :F_% + X’ and 
the previous equation becomes Ff’ = pCp, whence the desired unique morphism in 
F/B : (f ‘) (p) : F(X) = (pX, PX) + (Y, X’). 
Let us suppose now that (8, E) is transversely Cartesian. Let @X: 
??(pX, RX) + OEX be the Cartesian map above qpX:pX + UFpX. Then the unit 
{X:X + 6(pX, RX) = bFX is the unique map such that p{X = 1,x and 
r$X . {X = rjX. So, when 4X is Cartesian, then !X is again Cartesian. It is Cartesian 
and has its image by p invertible, thus it is an isomorphism. == 
On the other hand, the map E(Y,X’):FU(Y,X’) = (Y,EiI?(Y,X’))+(Y,X’) is 
the pair (lr, 6X’. &ix’). So, when E preserves the Cartesian maps, ErjX’ is Cartesian. 
If furthermore E^ is Cartesian, then E*X’.prjX’ is Cartesian above 
&p’X’ . FqXY = eFY. FqY = 1, and thus is an isomorphism. Consequently, (6, F) is 
an equivalence of categories. lJ 
2.5. Distributively cohesive composable adjunctions 
We are now going to make precise the effects of the previous extension property on 
the plain Cartesian lax monads. 
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Let us consider, then, p’ : E + B a fibration and (T’, A’, p’, S’) a Cartesian lax monad 
on p’ above the identity. Let U : B’ --f B be a functor having a left adjoint F. Then, 
following the remarks (2) and (3) concerning Proposition 12, the extension process 
determines a Cartesian lax monad (T, I, ,u, 6) on the extension  : ET/l5 + IEB of p’ along U: 
TQ 
4 
’ &F,6jT 
1 In 
B’ i-y B 
where 6 and T are, defined in the following way: if Z is an object in F/B, then 6Z is 
given by the following pullback: 
- -&T’F”Z ‘= Up’T’pZ 
62 
I I 
WFZ 
nZ-_* UFnZ = Up’FZ 
and TZ is the domain of the Cartesian map above the upper horizontal map. 
Proposition 14. When (T’, I’, p’) is a plain Cartesian lax monad, the monad (T, 1, ,v) is 
a plain Cartesian lax monad. 
Proof. The only condition remaining to check is that the following square is a pull- 
back: 
IzT “T:k 
PZ 6Z - pTZ 
It is a consequence of the fact that, in the following diagram, the lower and the upper 
squares are pullbacks (VZ and TqZ Cartesian) in the same way as the vertical right 
edge (T’ plain lax Cartesian): 
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The commutation natural isomorphism c : T 0 + UT’ produces a natural trans- 
formation o: F”T 3 T’F with o = ZT’F”. F@. FTTj. This o is Cartesian as it is com- 
posed of Cartesian maps and clearly satisfies the following equalities: 6’p.p’o = F6, 
p’T’E. p’wo = ,p’T’. p’F”c, o.Pl= A’F and o.F”p = p’!(.T’o.oT. 
Proposition 15. When (T’,l’,$) is transverse to p’, then (T,I, p) is transverse to 71. 
Proof. We must show that 12 and PZ are Cartesian. But the functor F reflects the 
Cartesian maps and OX. PAX = A’FX with OX and A’FX Cartesian, whence PAX 
Cartesian, OX. P,uX = $FX . T'oX . wTX with wX, ,u’PX, T’wX, wTX Cartesian, 
whence FpX Cartesian. 0 
Now let us come back to our fundamental diagram: 
- 
n-GrdlII & Pt,_, (n-l)-GrdB u,_, 4 N-(n-1)-GrdB 
(n-l)-GrdB ( ’ N-(n-2)-GrdB 
Let us denote by (T, 1, j) the monad on Pt, _ 2((n - 1)-Grd I3) generated by ( Oo, Fl). 
It is the restriction of the monad (T,L,p) (Section 0.1) on Pt((n - l)-GrdB) and 
consequently it is a plain lax Cartesian monad and it is transverse to pn _ z. 
Now, the right-hand square being a transversely Cartesian lifting, this monad 
(T, 1, fl) can be extended to a monad (r, y, I(I) on N-(n - 1)-Grd B which will be a plain 
lax Cartesian monad transverse to k,_,. 
We are then in the following situation: 
where (U, F) and (0, F”) are composable pairs of adjoints such that there is a monad 
(T,y,~)on[FsatisfyingT.~~~.~,y.~~~.Xand~.~r~.B,where(T,~,~) 
- - 
denotes the monad on G generated by (U, F). 
Definition 7. Let us say, when such a monad (r, y, r,4) exists on IF, that (0, F) and (0, F) 
are distributively cohesive. 
This terminology is justified by the proof of the following result which is very useful 
in the monadic situations. 
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Proposition 16. 
- - 
When (U, F) and (0, F”) are distributively cohesive adjunctions, if0 and 
0 are monadic, then 0.0 is monadic. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the results of Beck on distributive laws [2]. 
The commutation isomorphism { : r .o z 0. T produces the distributive law 
[- ‘P . i?w between the monad (F, 1, k) generated by (0, F) and the monad (r, y, $). 
The functor 0 being monadic, the monad (T, 1, ,6) is, up to equivalence, the lifting of 
the monad (T, y, $) to the category Alg 7. If moreover 0 is monadic, O-I is, up to 
equivalence, the category of algebras of the monad r . T. 0 
The adjunctions ( Oo, Fl) and (on _ 2, p,, _ 1) being composable and distributively 
cohesive and the functor U0 being monadic, the next step with respect o our aim (the 
inductive proof of the monadicity of V, _ 1 = on _ z. Oo) will consist the capacity of 
proving the monadicity of on_ z from the monadicity of U, _ z. Before going into this 
(in the third part) we shall end this section by a last remark. 
2.6. The monad (T,, _ 1, A,_ 1, ,u,, _ 1) is transverse to k,,_ 2 
Let us denote by (T,,_ 1, 1, _ 1, pn _ 1) the monad on N-(n - 1)-Grd IEI generated by 
(K1,Fn). 
Proposition 17. The endojiinctor T,,_, preserves the Cartesian maps and the monad 
(T,_l,,I~_l,p,_l) is transverse to knm2. 
Proof. ThefunctorT,_,is~~_2.~~.~~.~~_,=~~_,.T.~”_1and~“_2,~“_,,r 
preserves the Cartesian maps. The natural transformation il, _ I is on_ z#n_ 1 . tjn - 1. 
But Yn _ 1 is Cartesian since (on _ z, F,, _ 1) is a transversely Cartesian lifting. The natural 
transformation q is Cartesian since (T, 2, fi) is transverse to p,,_ 2. Furthermore, 
l?“- z preserves the Cartesian maps. Then A,_ 1 is Cartesian. 
On the other hand, pnn-l is ~“_zUOe,~l~~ where E, = E.F1&_lU,,. But UOEF1 = p 
is Cartesian ((T, 1, fi) transverse to p,,_ & and En.- 1 is also Cartesian ((on-,, F,,- i) 
transversely Cartesian lifting). The functor oO. Fl = T preserves the Cartesian 
maps, in the same way as the functor o,,_2. Consequently, the natural trans- 
formation 
- - - - 
/A~...~ = ~n_2~,,E~l~n_ 1. on_ U F E” _ U F P _ ZOlnlO1n1 
is Cartesian. 0 
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3. Some aspects of monadicity 
3. I. Transversely Cartesian liftings and monadic@ 
It is clear that a monadic functor U : B’ + 5 produces a lifting of the following kind: 
Ptv 
Pt B’X Pt B 
I 
PtF 
P 
I 
P 
V 
B’ (F. B 
where, again, the functor Pt U is monadic. 
So, let us consider the following general situation: 
where (8, P) is a lifting of (U, F) and 8 is monadic. 
Then 7? reflects the Cartesian maps, according to the following result. 
Proposition 18. When 0 is conservative, it rejects the Cartesian maps. 
Proof. Let f: X + Y be a map in IE’ such that of is Cartesian. Let fi . fi = fdenote the 
Cartesian decomposition off (fi’ Cartesian, frp’-invertible). Then of2 . ofI = of with 
ofi p-invertible and Cartesian (since both itf and of are Cartesian). Then ofi is 
invertible. But 0 being conservative, fi is invertible and f Cartesian. 0 
Moreover, the functor 0, via Proposition 13, is up to isomorphism, equal to the 
composite I7 . 0 : E’ : F/B G E. 
Now 0 being monadic, the functor 0 is very close to monadicity. 
Proposition 19. Let W 4 G 4 E be two jiunctors having F and F as left adjoints. Zf 6.0 
is monadic, then the comparison functor K : W + Alg T (where (F, 1,j.i) is the monad 
generated by (0, P) is fully faithful and has a left adjoint M. 
Proof. The functor 6.0 being conservative, so is 0. Now, if (h, k) is a parallel pair in 
I-U such that its image by 0 has a split coequalizer, it is a fortiori the case for its image 
by fi. r?. Now fi .o being monadic, the pair (h, k) has a coequalizer in I-I (which is 
preserved by 6.0). Consequently (Beck’s theorem), the comparison functor K has 
a left adjoint M. 
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Now, starting from an object H in W, the object M .K(H) is the following co- 
equalizer in I-U: 
F&H 
-- 2 d -- (FU) H _>(FU!y 
m > MKH 
S7H 
I 
*. ’ Y 
5. I 
‘FH ++ 
*jv 
H 
The morphism E”H coequalizes the pair, whence a factorization y. Now, the co- 
equalizer m is preserved by 6.0. !On the other hand, d . o&H) is a split coequalizer 
since O(E”H) is. So 6. o(m) and 6. o(E”H) are coequalizers of the same pair and then 
fi. o(y) is an isomorphism. The functor c. 0 being conservative, y is itself invert- 
ible. 0 
But, here, the functor 0 : E’ + lE’/B is generated by a transversely Cartesian lifting 
situation and we can say more. The comparison functor K associates to each object 
X’ in E’ the algebra (OX’, OEX’). But the morphism EX’ is Cartesian in E 
and consequently the action o(E”X’ : T( 8X’) + OX’ of this algebra is Cartesian too 
in F/B. 
So, if we denote by Alg, T the full subcategory of Alg T whose objects are those 
algebras (X,x) whose action x : TX +X is a-Cartesian, the comparison functor 
K takes its values in Alg, p. 
Theorem 20. When 0 is monadic, the functor K : Pi’ + Alg, T is an equivalence of 
categories. 
Proof. Let (X,x) be an object in Alg T,. Then M(X,x) is the following coequalizer 
in E’: 
_I_ 
FUFX- --% FXA M(X, x) 
ZFX 
The unit of the adjunction (K, M) is then determined by the following factorization 
c in F/B: 
Now 
(1) b(l) is invertible since 6.0 = l? is monadic and preserves z as a coequalizer. 
Then, rrc = p@ is invertible too. Consequently, the map c is x-invertible. 
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(2) Let us suppose now (X,x) is in Alg, F which means x is Z-Cartesian. Then 
iZ?z fi. oz s 6x is Cartesian. But following Proposition 18, the functor 8 reflects 
the Cartesian maps and thus z is itself Cartesian. 
(3) The map 5 is nothing but 8~. +X and then is Cartesian since both oz and 
VX are Cartesian. Consequently, [ being both Cartesian and n-invertible is invert- 
ible. 0 
So, in order to obtain the monadicity of 0, we must be in such a situation that the 
monad (T, 1, b) has a property which implies that the action of any algebra of T is 
always Cartesian. 
It is precisely the aim of the following sections to introduce a class of adjoint pairs 
(U,F) such that the associated monad has this kind of property. 
3.2. U-standardized adjoint pairs 
Let (U, F) be a pair of adjoints, U : B’ -+ B and let the following square denote 
a pullback: 
&FU$cX 
FUX-FU*=X 
EX 
I I 
FV*X 
X- FUX EX 
For sake of homogeneity, we shall denote by FqU*X the diagonal map 
FUX + FU*‘X. Let pX:(FU)‘X -+ FU*‘X be the canonical factorization. 
Definition 8. The adjoint pair (U, F) will be said U-standardized when 
(1) F is left exact, 
(2) there is a map <X: U(FU*‘X) + U(FU)2X (the standardization) such 
that 
(a) UpX. [X = lFv.+zX, i.e. U&FUX.rX = U(eFU*X) and UFU&X.cX = 
U(FU&* X); 
(j?) c$X. U(FqU*X) = UFqUX, SX.qUFU*X = qUFUX, where qUFU*X is 
the unique map satisfying 
u(cFU*X).qUFU*X = 1, U(FUc*X).r&JEU*X = tjUX.UEX. 
(y) U&(FU)‘X. UF<X. fX = <X. U(&(FU)‘*X) where [X is the unique map 
satisfying UFU(&FU*X).tX = CX. U(FU&FU*X) and U(FUEFU*X).~X = 
YX. U((FU)‘&* X) where the lower diagram is the kernel groupoid of UEX: 
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UX 
U.?X + UFUX 
< 
U((FU)* 8*X) 
(6) the data of < is natural. This means given any map f: X + Y, if we denote by 
(FU*2f): FUe2 X + FU e2 Y the unique factorization determined byfand FUf, then 
CY. U(FU*‘f) = U(FU)2f. (X. 
The adjunction will be said U-standard when CX is an isomorphism, i.e. when the 
following square is a pullback: 
UFUX=U(FU)‘X 
U&X 
I I 
UFUEX 
UX P UFUX U&X 
Examples. (1) The adjunction (U,, F,), U, : Grd B -+ Pt B is U+s.tandard following 
the remark of the Proposition 4. 
(2) For every object X in a left exact category 8, the adjunction generated by the 
functor -xX: B + B/X is U-standard. 
(3) We shall need the following class of examples. 
Proposition 21. Every transversely Cartesian lifting (0, F) along a left exactfibration of 
a U-standardized adjunction (U, F) is o-standardized. 
Proof. The map EIX being Cartesian, so is the map OEFOX. Consequently, there is 
a unique map [X such that 
o.#oX. :X = o(Epo* X) and TC~X = &IX 
This map satisfies also 8FoEX. [X = o’(FO,?* X) since 
(i) OEX . OF”OEX . ?X = OEX . lJ7.5FOX. lX 
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_ _-_ 
(ii) rc(oF”~E”X. lx) = UFU&pX. (X = U(FU&*pX) = n(U(FU&* X)). The other 
axioms are checked in the same way, thanks to the uniqueness property of the 
Cartesian maps. 0 
3.3. The main property: the associated groupoid structure 
Proposition 22. A U-standardized adjunction (U, F) determines a jiunctor @ : B’ + 
Grd B’ dejined by 
EFUX &(FU)*X.FtX 
@X: FUX‘(FU)2X! FU(FU*‘X) 
FqUX FU(&FU*X) 
FUEX 
< 
FU(FU&*X) 
Proof. Let us denote by [E: B’ + Pt B the functor defined by EX = (U&X, qUX), and 
by (F, y, $) the monad on B associated to (U, F). The functor F = U . F being left exact 
we have TB . Pt F . E = Pt F . TB . E where (T,, A, p) (T for short) is the monad on Pt B 
described in Section 0.1. 
Moreover, the U-standardization { determines a natural transformation 
8:7’,.E*PtF.E, where BX is (<x,1 uIFuX), thanks to conditions (a2) and (PI) of 
Definition 8: 
U(FU*2 X) 
0, 
,U(FU)2X 
U(FU&*X) U(FvU*X) UFUEX 
, II 
UFqUX 
UFUX UFUX 
1,FCJ.Y 
This natural transformation has the following properties: 
(1) BX. IEX = Pty(EX) thanks to condition (fi2), 
(2) 6X. pEX = Pt $(EX). Pt IYIX. TtIX, thanks to conditions (aI) and (y). 
On the other hand the functor Pt F: Pt B + Pt B’ commutes with the monads 
(T,, ,?.,p) and (Ta., il, p) since F is left exact. Now, let us consider the functor 
PtF.E:B’~PtB’andletusdenotebyK:T,,.PtF.E=PtF.T,.E 3 PtF.Ethe 
natural transformation Pt(sF) . E. Pt F. 8: 
(FU)2X e(FU)ZX P(FU)~X( 
F<X 
FU(FU*2 X) 
FUEX FqlJX 
IT ( 
(FU)%X FUFqUX FU(FU&*X) FV(FqU*X) 
FUX 
eFVX 
(FU)2X (FU)2X 
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Let us show that K satisfies the axioms for an action of algebra with respect o the 
monad (T,,, Iz, p): The first axiom is K .,I. Pt F . E = lPtFvE. But 
Pt(cF).E.PtF.O.,?.PtF.E=Pt(sF).E.PtF.O.PtF.kE 
= Pt(sF).E.PtF.Pty.E = (PtsF.PtFy).E 
= P1F.E 1 
The second axiom is rc . TIC = K . ,u. Pt F . E. But 
Pt(aF).E.PtF.O.T.Pt(sF).E.T.PtF.fI 
=Pt(sF).E.PtF.B.Pt(sF).T.E.PtF.T.8 
= Pt(sF).E.Pt(sFUF).E.Pt(FUF).B.PtF.T.O 
= Pt(sF).E.Pt(FUFs).E.Pt(FUF).fI.PtF.T.B 
= Pt(EF).E.PtF.(Pt$.E.Ptr.@.T.8) 
= Pt(sF).E.PtF@+E) = rc.PtF.p.E = rc.p.PtF.E; 
whence the factorization @: IB’ + Grd B’ described in the terms of the proposi- 
tion 0 
When the adjunction (U, F) is U-standard, the groupoid @X is clearly the following 
one: 
EFUX 
FUXF(FU)2X G(FUYX 
FqUX 
FUEX OZEX 
Theorem 23. Let (I’, y,$) be the monad associated to a U-standardized adjunction 
(U, F), then any algebra (X,x) on (r, y, II/) determines a groupoid structure on the 
following underlying graph: 
*x 
TX’ r2x 
w 
TX 
Proof. An algebra (X,x), x : TX = UFX + X determines a parallel pair in Grd B’: 
@&FX 
QFUFX- @FX 
cpFx 
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The functor U being left exact, the image of this pair by U determines a pair of 
functors in Grd B, described by the following diagram in B: 
17J(FU*2FUFX) _= TU( FU*2FX) 
111 l-+x 111 I-=x 
r4x,‘r3x ---------,r2x i-lx l f_________ 
‘pr’x 1Tl r Yl-x Yl-X l-‘YX IT1 
rZyX 
l-YX 
rx 
r3x .-; r2x ,_I:_-;;~-_-_I_ 
r’x 
But the image of this pair in Grd El by U, has a split coequalizer in Pt IEI (the dotted 
arrows in the diagram). Then, the functor UO being monadic, the pair 
(U@eFX, U@Fx) admits a coequalizer in Grd 5. Whence a groupoid whose underly- 
ing reflexive graph is 
@X rxc r2x. 0 
ox 
TX 
When the adjunction (U, F) is U-standard, this groupoid is just 
*x v-x 
TX’ r2x ! r3x 
ox w 
TX r2x 
3.4. Transversely Cartesian liftings of U-standardized adjunctions and monadic@ 
A left proper class C of maps in a category I3 is a class of maps containing the 
isomorphisms, stable by composition and such that if g . fand g are in C, the map f is 
in Z. The example we have in mind is the class C of the p-Cartesian maps associated to 
a given fibration p. 
A monad (T, 1, p) will be said transverse to C when, for every object X of B, the 
maps IZX and PX are in C. It is said to be transverse to a fibration p when it is 
transverse to the class of the p-Cartesian maps. 
Proposition 24. Let (U, F) be a U-standardized adjunction, U : B’ + B, such that the 
associated monad is transverse to a left proper class Z. Then any action 
x : TX = UFX + X of an algebra (X,x) of this monad is in C. In particular, the map 
U&X’: UFUX’ + UX’ is in C for every object X’ of B’. 
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Proof. The map PX is in C. But the reflexive graph 
PX 
TX- T2X 
- 
being underlying to a groupoid structure (Theorem 23), the map TX is, up to 
isomorphism, “equal” to PX and is thus in Z. So the map 1X.x = TX. ITX is in 
C since ilTX is also in C. But LX is in C too, and then x is in C. 0 
Now, coming back to our problem of Section 3.1, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 25. When p’ is left exact, when 0 is monadic and (U, F) is a U-standardized 
adjunction, then 0: IE’ + (E’/B is monadic. 
Proof. We have seen, by the Theorem 20, that K : E’ -+ Alg, ?= is an equivalence of 
categories. Now (U, F) being U-standardized and p’ left exact, the pair (8, P) is 
O-standardized (Proposition 21). On the other hand, (0, fl) being a transversely 
Cartesian lifting, the associated monad is transverse to n. So, following Proposition 24, 
every algebra action is Cartesian and Alg, T is equal to Alg F. 0 
So, coming back to our fundamental diagram (Section 2.5), if we suppose that the 
adjunction (U,, Fk+ 1), U, : (k + 1) Grd B -+ N-k-Grd B, is Uk-standardized as far as 
k = n - 2, then on_ 2 is monadic and following Section 2.5, U,_ 1 = 0, _ 2. O,_, is again 
monadic (Proposition 16). 
Then, to achieve the inductive proof of the monadicity of the functors U,, we must 
check that the pairs (U,_ 1 = o,_ 2. Oo, F,) are U,_ I-standardized adjunctions. 
4. The pairs (U, _ 1, F,,) are U, _ ,-standardized 
4. I. The general setting 
There is one ingredient we have not yet used even though it characterizes 
specifically the n-groupoids: they are internal groupoids in the “fibres” of ( )._ 2 : 
(n - 1)-Grd Et + (n - 2)-Grd B, equivalently, we are interested only in the fibration 
P,,-~ : Pt,_2((n - 1)-Grd R) + (n - 1)-Grd Et, 
i.e. in the split epimorphisms in the “fibres” of ( )n_2; in other words, the ( )n-2- 
invertible split epimorphisms. But the class of the ( )._ ,-invertible maps satisfies 
a very strong property with respect o the class of the ( )” _ 2-cartesian maps, namely 
the diagonality condition. 
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Let us recall that, given a left proper class Z, the diagonality condition for a map 
k: Z + U with respect to the class C [ll, 231 is the following one: given any 
commutative diagram, with fin C, 
Z-=X .* 
k I I J’/ s , 
I 
U-Y 
h 
thereisauniqueX:U+Xsuchthatf.X=h,X.k=m. 
The maps satisfying the diagonality condition form a right proper class Z’. When 
C is the class of the P-Cartesian maps, C’ is the class of the p-invertible maps. So let us 
consider the following general setting: 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) The adjunction (0, F”) is a transversely Cartesian lifting of (U, F). We shall 
suppose here p .o = U . p’ for sake of simplicity (like in Proposition 10). 
(2) The adjunction (U, F) is U-standardized and the associated monad is transverse 
to a left proper class .E in 5. 
(3) (T,&$ is a Cartesian lax monad on p’ above the identity such that for every 
object X’ in IE’ the map poxX is in Cl. 
Condition (1) is satisfied by the fundamental diagram (Definition 3 and Proposition 
10). The first part of condition (2) is satisfied at the level n = 2 and will be our 
inductive hypothesis. The second part is just Proposition 17 with C the class of the 
k, _ ,-Cartesian maps. 
Condition (3) is satisfied by taking as (T,li, j), the monad on Ptnmz((n - 1)-Grd B), 
which is a full restriction of the general monad (T, 1, p) on Pt((n - 1)-Grd [EB). It is 
a plain Cartesian lax monad which is transverse to p._ 2. Furthermore, given 
(4-1, s, _ i) an object in Pt, _ 2((n - 1)-Grd EI), that is a ( )” _ ,-invertible split epimor- 
phism in (n- 1)-GrdlB, then kn_2~n-2~(dn_1,sn_l) is, up to isomorphism, 
U,_2pn_2X(d,- Ir s,_ 1) = Un_2(s,_ 1). But the map s,_ 1 is ( ),_2-invertible and there- 
fore U,_ 2(s,_ 1) is k,_ s-invertible, that is it is in Z’ since C, here, is the class of the 
k, _ s-Cartesian maps. 
Let us begin by the following remark. 
Proposition 26. If we denote by Cart C the class of Cartesian maps whose image by p is in 
Z, then Cart C is a left proper class. Furthermore, p- ‘(C’) c (Cart C)‘. 
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Proof. The first statement is clear. Now let k : 2 + U be map in IE such that p(k) is in 
Z’ and let the following square be a commutative diagram with fin Cart C: 
Z---LX 
k 
I I 
f 
U-Y II 
Then, the map pk being in Z1 and the map pfin Z, there is a unique map 1: pU + pX 
in B such that 
pf.l=pn and l.pk=pm. 
The map f being Cartesian, there is a unique 1: U + X such that pl = 1 and f. A= n. 
Furthermore, l.k=m sincef.il.k=n.k=f.m and p(l.k)=pL.pk=l.pk=pm. 
The uniqueness of this map is straightforward. 0 
Now let us denote by (T, A, p) the monad on E, which is the extension of the monad 
(T, 1, p) on E’ along U (cf. Section 2.5). 
Theorem 27. In the general setting, there is a natural transformation x : OTPo =s 
OPCJ’r satisfying 
(a) @TX. xx = OEX, 
(8) xx. o@oX = oF”oIX, xx. o/!i~~X = o’F”&iX. xs;. Txx, 
(y) xx. T@X = qTOX, xx. TKOX = ETOX. o&. xptjx, 
where ij and i? = 08 are the unit and the multiplication of the monad associated to 
(0,F). 
Proof. For any object X in IE’, the following equalities are satisfied: 
TEX . xmx = nx .E”x = E”TX .PO/TX; 
whence the following commutative square in E: 
___- _W_ 
UFUX=oEOTX 
_-__ 
VIFVX 
I I 
&TX 
But &TX is Cartesian since (0, P) is a transversely Cartesian lifting. The map 
p&YTX = U&p’TX is in Z as an algebra of U-standardized adjunction whose asso- 
ciated monad is transverse to Z (Proposition 24). Moreover, po,iFoX is in ,Z’ by 
condition (3) of the general setting. So, following Proposition 2b, there is a unique ___I _I__ 
map xx: UTFUX + UFUTX such that 
(a) OETX.XX = 0%x, 
(PI) xx. OIiiVx = OiW/Ix. 
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All the other axioms, including the naturality of x, can be checked by using the 
following property, a consequence of the diagonality condition: Two parallel maps 
h, k : V + W are equal if and only if they are equalized on the left by a map in Cart C 
and on the right by a map in (Cart C)‘. 
Naturality: Given a map f: X + Y in lE’, the naturality is obtained by composing 
on the left by o.ETY and on the right by ~@~X. _-_*_ 
Condition (fi2): composing on the left by oE”TX and on the right by UITFUX, 
Condition (yI): composing on the left by OE”TX and on the right by 01X, 
Condition (yz): composing on the left by OErX and on the right by _- I_ 
UI(FU)2X. 0 
Proposition 28. When furthermore C is left exact (i.e. stable by pullback) and the 
functor U. F preserves C, then the following equalities hold: 
(1) o'FTr$X . xx = xpox. UT&OX; 
(2) OcdX. xx = loraox (where w : FT =S TF is the natural transformation gener- 
ated by the equality UT = To), the map xx is then a monomorphism; 
(3) ~FTx~.x~F~X = ~~~~~~ TOF”xx. 
Proof. (1) The map DPToEX is in Cart C. It is Cartesian since T, 0, F” preserves the 
Cartesian maps. The map o’E”X being Cartesian, the following square is a pullback: 
-_ 
pToX=pToPoX 
SOX 
I I 
___ 
BUFUX 
But poEX = Usp’X is in C, so, the class Z being left exact, pT&X is in C. Then 
pOFToZX = UFpToE”X is again in Z’, since U . F preserves C. Composing equality 
(1) on the left with OF”ToEX we obtain 
OFT&X. OF”Trl”OX. xx = xx, 
OFT&X. x~o~. ~%$X = xx. oTF”&X. IjT&@X = xx. 
Composing equality (1) on the right with o;iF’8X we obtain 
_--- 
whence the equality (1). 
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(2) The natural transformation o is SF”. F:Tq. Then 
(3) Equality (3) is obtained by composing on the left with the map OF"ToETX 
which is in Cart C, and by composing on the right with the map O,?F”grTFoX which 
is in p-‘(Z’). 0 
Again the hypotheses of Proposition 28 are fulfilled by the fundamental diagram: 
the class C being the class of k,_+artesian maps, it is preserved by the functor 
U, _ 2 . F, _ 1 (Proposition 17). Furthermore, it is stable by pullback since k, _ 3 is let 
exact. 
The general setting will include, from now on, the conditions of Proposition 28 and 
furthermore the fact that the fibration p’ and the endofunctor T are left exact, which 
conditions are again satisfied by the fundamental diagram. __ I_ 
We shall denote ix by the unique map: UT(FU*'X) + o(F"od TX) such that 
8(E”F”hTX).f, = x,.OT(E"F"hX), 
______ 
~(F"l%*~X).x^x =xx.UT(FU&*X), 
Clearly, the universal property of o(F”g e2 TX) implies that 
_- w_ 
ix.U3L(FU*2X)= o(F"&";iX). 
The adjunction (OF”) being a transversely Cartesian lifting of a U-standardized 
adjunction along a left exact fibration is itself g-standardized (Proposition 21). We 
are now going to show that the conditions of the general setting imply strong 
coherence conditions between the natural transformation x and the standardization 
5 of (0, P). 
Proposition 29. In the general setting the following equalities hold: 
(1) ~~xx.x~x.T5x = 5~x.fx, I_ __ 
(‘4 UFT<x .Xm**x, = X(FU)ZX.TUFt~. 
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Proof. The map DETX being in Cart Z, the map 8F”oETX is in Cart Z since 0. p 
preserves the Cartesian maps and U . F preserves C. 
(1) Composing with fiF”&TX on the left, we obtain 
_W___ 1_1__ 
= UFUTEX . xqix. T<, = xx. UTFUEX , Tex 
= xx. TOFOEX. Tt, = xx. To(F”&X), 
__ ___ 
xx. UT(FUmX) = ~(F”&*~X).~x = tj’F”t%TX.<i;x.X^x. 
I- I_ 
(2) Composing on the right with UI(FU*2X), we obtain 
_- __ 
OF”~x.~pax. Tt,. UI(FU*2X) 
___-__ 
= oF”xx. UF UAF UX . tjx = (OF)” OJX. tx 
I- __ 
= trx. o(F”h’AX) = trx. ix. Ul(FU*2X); 
whence the first equation. 
We shall obtain the second one in the following way. 
The map oF”To.#OX is Cartesian and its image by p is in Z for the same reasons as 
in the proof of Proposition 28. Composing on the left with this map, we obtain 
__ -_ 
UFT&floX. UFTtx. ~~fij*a~, 
__ _.._I _I_ 
= UFT~(~F”&X).X,P~,Z~, = xpfix. UTFU(cFU*X) 
1-1_ __ 
Composing on the right with UAFU(FU*‘X), we obtain 
I-__ II 
___- _- 
= OFT{, . UFUI(FU*‘X) = o’F”Tt,. o~,l~(F”&2X) 
___- __ 
= oF”Ao(F”o)2X. o’ptx = UFUI(FU)‘X. O&X 
-- II __ _ _- I_ 
= X(PtpX * Ul(FU)3X. UFtx = x(poJzx. A.U(FU)3X. UFtx 
_I_ II 
= xcpo)zx. TOF”t,. AUFU(FU*2X) 
1--1 __ 
= xc,qyjzx. TOF”<, . UlFU(FU*‘X). i-J 
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Proposition 30. We have also the following equality: 
Proof. The map oF”T2&X is in Cart ,Y. This equality is checked by composing on 
the left with oFT2&X and on the right with o,@OT(FO *‘X). 17 
4.2. EAe jinal step 
Let us consider now the following situation: 
P’ 
/ u 
LB’ ( 
l 
F 
(1) the adjunction (D’F”) is a transversely Cartesian lifting of (U, F); 
(2) the fibration p’ is left exact and the adjunction (U,F) is U-standardized and 
transverse to a left proper class C in IEB which is stable by pullbacks and preserved by 
the functor U . F; 
- - 
(3) the functor F is left exact and the monad (T’, 1, p) associated to (U, F) is a plain 
Cartesian lax monad on p’ above the identity which is transverse to p’ and such that for 
every object X in IE’ the map po,?X is in zl. 
-- 1 
Theorem 31. When the previous conditions are fulfilled, the adjunction (0. U, F . F) is 
0.0 standardized. 
Proof. Let us denote by (T, 1, p) the monad on E, extension of the monad (7, 1, ii) 
along U. It is a plain Cartesian lax monad on p above the identity which is transverse 
to p following Propositions 14 and 15. - - 
On the other hand, the adjunction (U, F) is U-standard since OEZ is an algebra of 
(T, 1, ,G) and consequently the following square is a pullback following Remark 1 of 
the Proposition 4: 
-- --- iiaauz - - - 
TUZ = UFUZ -U(FU)‘Z = F20Z 
i7iZN 
I I--- 
UFUEZ 
UZ< 
--- -- 
iEZ 
UFUZ = TUZ 
The adjunction (OF”) is itself o-standardized as a transversely Cartesian lifting of 
a U-standardized adjunction along a left exact fibration. 
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Now the co-unit the adjunction (0.0, P . P) is given by the following map: 
EZ -- 
eZ:Z-FUZ- 
RiiZ FF”80z 
Let us determine the pullback of 0. DeZ along itself and, for that, let us consider the 
following diagram: 
r’Cl(SU* 62, 
__ --_ --- 
~T’&‘=T’tifiz z &FUUZ=T=UFU~Z~ T’i?(F”b=tiZ) 
pi2ilz 
II __ _- 
II 
TLiihZ T’fi(Fh i?Z) 
II 
_-__ 
UlXFUZ --- 
plJFl.‘UZ 
UTUFZ 
II 
~i2(FiIYr2UZ) 
Ti$Fci* CiZ) II 
__--- _--_ ___ 
UTUZ=%fiZ - 
+ “““2- 
UTFlJUZ= TUF UUZ <- TU(FU* UZ) _ _- 
1 
i%t?Z= Tih?Z 
1 
TU(FUr_*tiZ) 
xc2 Be 
-1 
i?i(iCZ 
_- -__ - -- 
UFUTUZ U(FU*=T6Z) 
I 
___--- 
UFUTlJeZ i7(F”i7**I/~z) 
i?(S??*(iX) I 
Erl-Z - UFULIZ 
< 
1 -- 
(IEIUZ 
< U(F U *‘i?Z) 
i?(~fir*Ox, 
Relation (/?) of Theorem 27 asserts that (UFO, x) is a morphism of monads between 
(T, 2, p) and (T, 1, p). Consequently, the map oTF”oOEZ. xcz is an algebra of (T, 1, p). 
Relation (a) asserts that 0.5 is a natural transformation between two morphisms of 
monads and then implies that &OZ is a morphism of algebra between 
(oF”gOZ, OF”~~EZ.X~~) and (OOZ, 8OEZ). The monad (T,I,p) being a plain 
Cartesian lax monad transverse to p then: 
(1) the vertical edges are kernel pairs, the right-hand one being obtained by 
a pullback of the two others (Remark (1) of Proposition 4); 
(2) the map 8EoZ being Cartesian the lower left-hand square is a pullback (Prop- 
osition 5). 
Then any commutative square in the previous diagram is a pullback; in particular it 
is the case for the following one: 
u___- CIEBFFU(IZ UT’(SF(/*UZ) __ __ 
UTFUUZ a ~~“Ffi~Z - UT2(FD26Z) 
4 ___ 
UTUZ 
I i7iiFZ _-_1- UTFUlJFZ. TX,, I 
___?.- 
fitiz - CFfiz f----=__--- UTFUUZ 
i?iJFZ UTFUZ 
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So, there is a good candidate to be the 0. O-standardization: 
OT2@j*2 Op.) mfiz , oT2(pq2za &j7’F”p’F”~~z 
II 
(mFF)2o~Z 
Let us check condition (CQ) of the standardization: 
__ ___- ______- 
UUEFFUUZ. UTETFUUZ. Txpobz. T2& 
-_ . .._I_ _I_ - 
= UUEFFUUZ. TOETFUUZ. Tx~ij~~. T2rOz 
I_ __I_ 
= UUEFFUUZ. TOTEFOoZ. T210z (axiom (u) for x) 
__ __I_ 
= UUEFFUUZ. T2&F”oOZ. T2c& 
__ ___- 
= UUEFFUUZ. T20(E”F”g* OZ) (axiom (01~) for 4). 
Condition (cI~): 
__I_ - I_I__“,_ 
UTFUEUZ. UTFUTEUZ. T~fdo~. T21az 
m-w_ - _I____ 
= UTFUEUZ. TUFUTEUZ. T~pob~. T2<az 
1_1_ - 
= UTFUEUZ. Txoz. T2 oh%~Z. T2toz (naturality of x) 
1_1_ - 
= UTFUEUZ. Txoz. T’r?(PgE* OZ) (axiom (a2) for 5). 
Condition (/Ii): 
= T~~fio~. TUl(FU)20Z. ToFfOoZ 
= T~‘F~‘nk”~‘OZ. T~FI$OZ (condition (/II) for x) 
_ ___ 
= ~~F(~XF.r”)~~Z = UUFF(~~~.$O~Z. 
Condition (/12): Let us first show that the map which plays the role of qUFU *X in 
the definition of (/12) is here: T’(ijoF”o* UZ). J.ToFOOZ. 
Indeed, 
(1) ~~F”~UZ.T28(E”F”~~~Z).T2(r?OF”O*OZ).~TOF”~UZ 
= p~~~~Z.AT~‘F”O~Z = 1, 
(2) T~F~%Z.X~~. T28(F”&dZ). T2(ij~~&OZ).11TO~~~Z 
= TOF”&%Z. Txoz. T2@?Z. T2&~Z.lT~F”~~Z 
(by definition of qUFU*-) 
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Now, 
= TxP~~~. T2ijoF”oOZ .ATo’FOuZ (axiom (f12) for t) 
= TtjTOF”ODZ. ATo’F”oOZ (axiom (yi) for x) 
= ,l~‘FTOF”~OZ.rl”Ttj~OOZ = (&iF.@(OTFoOZ). 
The naturality condition (6) of a standardization follows from the naturality of 
x and r. It remains to check condition (y). 
For that, we must first determine the pullback of @‘F”o’oZ. T20(EF”o*20Z) 
along itself: 
T;(r(?6)2r6Z) ---_ 
TUFVVZ \ Tfi(k i? *‘i?Z) < 
TU(~FUtUZ) 
Tl?(F 6 *’ 6Z) 
_ __ -- - 
TU(FEFU*UZ) 
The map o(.$o* OZ) is Cartesian since &OX is Cartesian. Consequently, the lower 
left-hand square is a pullback. The vertical edges are kernel pairs since (T, 1, p) is 
normal. The horizontal edges are kernel pairs by definition. Consequently, every 
commutative square in this diagram is a pullback. In particular the following one: 
pTU (Fu**uz) 
TZU(Ffi**2 VZ) - 
T’t7(E(F”fi)**UZ) 
T3U(FU**UZ)- T36(i?h3 i?Z) 
I T’V(EF~*~Z, T’U( Fi%Ffi*UZ) I 
T2i? I% i?Z 
1 
T3i?(k2 OZ) 
mm_ - 
pLJFUUZ T/s (E**Uz) 
I 
___- 
TUFUUZ- T’l?i%fiZ A -___ T*fi(Fi?** i?Z) 
p UFU UZ T’U(~~~*UZ) 
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We have now the beginning of the second level of the kernel groupoid of 
OrSieZ = OOEZ. oT’E”OZ. Let us check that the map 
712 = T2qFO*2 OCZ). T2fox. zv((Fq%* OZ)) 
n2 : T30(F”&3 oZ)---+ T20(l%.2 OZ) 
does complete this groupoid 
(1) 7co.Q =7L1.?cl3: 
=~~~~~Z.T2~F”~~EZ.T2~(~F”~*TUZ).T2aLIZ 
. T30((F0)2&. OZ) (by definition of F”oe2-) 
= ~~F”ooZ. T’OFo&Z. T2xoz. T30(EF”& OZ) 
. T30((F”o)‘S* DZ) (by definition of f) 
II____ 
= ToF”o%Z. Txoz .pUFUFUUZ. T30(F& OZ) 
. T30(E”(F”fi)2* DZ) (the kernel groupoid of EOZ) 
= ToF”t%Z. Txoz. T20(F”&* OZ). pTo(ph2 OZ) 
. T3~(t(F~)2 * OZ) 
(2) 7tl.Q = 711.711: 
ToFr?%Z. Txoz. T2~(~&* OZ). T”o(P&’ %Z) 
. T2joz. T30((Fo)2E* OZ) 
= Toptf%Z. Txoz. T201%Z). T20(P&i=oZ) 
. T2j&. T30((F”o)“& OZ) (definition of FO*2-) 
_.w____ -- 
= TgFt%5Z. TUFUTUEZ. Txfoz. T20(F”& TUZ) 
. T2&. T3~((F”~)2E* OZ) (naturality of x) 
= TijFoOEZ. ToF”&iOZ. Txrez. T2xaz. T38(f%* rliZ) 
. T30((F”o)‘E”* OZ) (definition of f) 
= TDFOOEZ. Txaz. TpOF”oOZ. T30(F”hoZ) 
. T30(F&Fo* OZ) (axiom (B2) for x and kernel groupoid of EUZ) 
= TopOirsZ. Txoz. T2~(F&* OZ). Tpo(Fh2 OZ) 
. T30(Ft%Fo * OZ). 
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Now we must determine the map: T30(Foat3 OZ) + ToPT20(Po*2 OZ) which 
plays the r61e of e in the definition of a standardization. Let us show that this map is 
TxT~FBG~~). T2~~ii~2iiz. T3&. 
(1) Commutation with the nl : 
T~&tf’F~‘OZ. T~‘F”T2~(@b OZ). T~~~po*q. T2~Fde’Dz. T3& 
= T~&dF”ODZ. Txr~aoz. T2~~~T(#hOZ). T2x~~*qjz 
. T3& (naturality of x) 
= TO&dFo’OZ. Tx~pim. T2xmjz. T3 OFfl(#o sit OZ) 
. T3&- (naturality of x) 
= Txpijaz. Tpfl(Fa)‘OZ. T3&_ T30(P&!% OZ) 
(axiom (/II) for x and definition of [) 
= Tx80cz. T2tBz. Tpo(Fh2rfZ). T30(F(oEfh OZ). 
(2) Commutation with the 7r2: 
To‘F”TOFoi%Z. TOI’Txaz. ToPT28(&k OZ). TxfcPbezuz, 
. T2x~~*zOZ. T3& 
= ToFTti’F”OOfZ. ToF”Txoz. TxrpfiBz. T’flFo’T(P& OZ) 
. T2~po*z~z. T38uz (naturality of x) 
= TOFToFfl%Z. TxjyjtBz. T’o&. T2x~ijdz 
__ I__, 
. T30FU(FU&* i?Z). T3&iz 
(property (3) in Proposition 28 and naturality of x) 
= TxPD~~. T2~(F~)20EZ. T20FxISZ. T2xp~oz. T3tcz 
. T38((Fo)22* OZ) (naturality of x and definition of (0) 
= TxPo~~. T20(F”b)20EZ. T2tfBz. T2j&. T3~((F~)2~* OZ) 
(property (1) in Proposition 29) 
= Txpocz. T2&. T28(Ph2 a;Z). T2&. T30((P8)2& OZ) 
(naturality of 5). 
We are now in position to check axiom (y) for a standardization: 
~~~F~~TFOOZ.TO~~F”~TF”~OZ.T~~TXPO~=.TT~T’~~~ 
. Txtm*m,. T2x~iwz. T3&a 
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II_____ __I____ 
= @FUTFUUZ. T&TFUTFUUZ. ~~~~~~~~~~ T201F”~p~Oz 
(property (3) in the Proposition 28 and property (2) in the 
Proposition 29) 
__1__1- 1__1_ 
= @JFUTFUUZ. T2&&JTFUUZ. T21&~8z 
. T2~C~~Jzuz. T30F”<oz. T3[oz (axiom (a) for x) 
1___1_- 
= ,uUFUTFUUZ. T’XPOO~. T3&(F”o)2~Z. T3~F”&jz 
. T3[cz (axiom (y2) for x) 
= Txlfidz. /LT~(F”~)~OZ. T3&z 
. T30(C(F”fi)2* OZ) (axiom (y) for 0 
= Txpobz. T2<oz.pTo(F”O*20Z). T30(E”(F”o)2*UZ). 
Then we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 32. For every integer n, the adjunction (U,_ 1, F,,) is U,_ ,-standardized. 
Proof. It is true for n = 1, since U, : Grd El + Pt lEI is UO-standard. Let us suppose it is 
true for k I n - 2 and let us show that (U,_ 1, F,,) is U,_,-standardized. But 
U, _ 1 = 0, _ 2 . U,. So let us check that our fundamental diagram (Section 2.5) satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 31. 
- (on_ 2, Fn:.- 1) is a transversely Cartesian lifting of (U,- 2, F,_ 1) by definition of 
IV-(n - 1)-Grd El. 
- the fibration pn_2 is left exact - the adjunction ( Un_2, F,_ 1) is lJ,_ ,-standardized 
by our induction hypothesis and transverse to the left proper class of the kne3- 
Cartesian maps which are stable by pullbacks and preserved by U, - 2 . F, _ 1 follow- 
ing Proposition 17. 
- the functor F1 is left exact and the monad (T, x,17) associated to (U,, Fi) on 
Pt,_2((n - I)-Grd IEI) is a plain Cartesian lax monad on pnm2 which is to transverse 
to p._ 2 and such that k,_ 2. on_ 2. I= U,_ 2. pn_ 2. 1 is k,_ ,-invertible since 
pn _ 2 . ,? is ( )n _ ,-invertible. 
Consequently, (U,_ I = on_ 2. Oo, F,, = Fl . FnT.- 1) is lJ,_ i-standardized. 0 
Theorem 33. For every integer n, the functor U,,_ 1 is monadic. 
Proof. It is true for n = 1 since U, : Grd B -+ Pt B is monadic. Let us suppose it is true 
for k I n - 2. Then U,_ 1 = DO. 0,_ 2. The functor UO is monadic. The functor 
o,_ 2 is monadic, thanks to Propositions 25 and 32. Furthermore, the pairs (UO, F1) 
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and (on_ *, pn _ 1) are distributively cohesive (Definition 6). Consequently, the functor 
fl,_ *. o,, is monadic (Proposition 16). 0 
4.3. The functor F, is comonadic 
We are now going to show that the functor F, is also comonadic. We saw that 
F1 : Pt B + Grd B is comonadic. It followed from the fact that the natural transforma- 
tion 1 of the associated monad (T, 1,~) on Pt B was the kernel of IT and T;1 
(Remark 2 and Proposition 6)). 
Let us show first that this property is stable by transversely Cartesian liftings. 
Proposition 35. Let (V, F), U : B’ + B be an adjunction with B, B’ and F left exact. Let 
us suppose furthermore that the A of the associated left exact monad (T, A, u) on B is the 
kernel of IT and Til. When (0, F”) is a transversely Cartesian lifting along a left exact 
jibration p’: E’ + B’, then the same property holds for the n” of the associated monad 
(?, X, jI) on E. 
Proof. The natural transformation )2” is Cartesian above A, and so the equality 
XT. n” = Fj. n” determines a Cartesian diagram above a kernel situation. Then it is 
clearly a kernel situation. 0 
Theorem 36. The functor F,, is comonadic. 
Proof. Let us show by induction that the natural transformation A,_ 1, in the monad 
(Tn_1,12,_1,p,_1) on N-(n - 1)-GrdB is the kernel of A,_lT,_l and T,_IA,_I. 
It true for n = 1. Let us suppose it true for k I n - 2. Now 
Let us consider the following diagram: 
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Each horizontal edge defines a kernel since (T, 1, p) is a plain Cartesian lax monad 
transverse to p (as an extension of (T, &ii) along U). Moreover, it is a kernel of 
a coreflexive pair. 
Each vertical edge defines a kernel according to Proposition 35 and the induction 
hypothesis for k = n - 2. Again it is a kernel of a coreflexive pair. Therefore, accord- 
ing to the dual of the Lemma 0.17 in [15], the map 2~~_2.&_2 is the kernel of 
lTTt_2. Tl,_2F,,_2 and T1Tz_2. Tp,,_2&_2. 
On the other hand, the natural transformation 
TX&:.- 1 : T2(0,_,Fn_ 1)2 + T~,-2~n_1T~,_2~,,_1 
is a monomorphism (Proposition 28). Then 1,_ 1 = A’?“_, . A,_ 2 is the kernel of 
T&l.~T~n-2. T1,_27n_2 = ~~n_2T~n_2.x~n_l. TXnp2Fnm2 
= 1~n_2T~n_2.X,,_2T~n_2 (axiom (rl) for 2) = 2,_1T,,_l 
and 
TX&_, . TLF,fm2. Ti+n_2xn-2 
= T~n_2~n_2~E’,_l. TTn_2,$_2 (axiom (/?J for x) 
= Ti+~_2(~~~-2.~~-2)= Tn_l~,_l. 0 
4.4. A last remark 
Let us consider the following diagram: 
ij_, > 
Pt,_,((n - 1)-Grd B) < 
R-1 
N- (n - I)-Grd B) 
The functor p,,_ 2. T associates to each ( ),_2-invertible split epimorphism its 
domain. In particular, 
p,_2.~.~~_1(X._l,~n_l)isXn_1 and 
G,X,-, = Fr .&(Xn-l,cr-1) = Fn(X,-r,an-1). 
In other words, G,. pne2. i=. Fnn- 1 = Fn. 
On the other hand, the functor pne2. T has a right adjoint C, _ 1 where C, _ 1(X, _ 1) 
is the first projection of the product in the fibre of ( )n-2: 
It follows that C,_ 1 = D,-, . G,, and consequently 
0n_2.Cn_l = U,_,.G,,. 
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In other words, the pairs (U,,_ 1, F,,) and @~‘.-, . C,_ 1,pn_2. 7. p”‘.- 1) determine the 
same monad (T, _ 1, R, _ 1, pL, _ 1) on N-(n - 1)-Grd B and G,, is the comparison functor 
with the category of algebras. 
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